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We study the effects of dynamic correlations on the ground-state properties of a double-layer two-
dimensional electron gas within the quantum Singwi-Tosi-Land-Sjo¨lander theory~STLS!. The intralayer and
interlayer static structure factors, the pair-correlation functions, and the wave vector and frequency-dependent
local-field factors have been calculated for a range of electron densities and layer separations. We find that the
local-field factors have an oscillatory frequency dependence and the magnitude of interlayer local-field factors
is about an order of magnitude smaller than that of the intralayer. Our results are compared with the random-
phase approximation and the static STLS approximation to assess the importance of dynamical correlations.
We also calculate the dispersion relations for the optical and acoustic plasmons and the damping of these
modes to compare them with other mean-field theories, and we comment on the relevance of our results to the
recent experiments.



























































The double-layer electron gas is a useful model to st
various interesting phenomena arising from the interlayer
teraction effects. It also provides the framework with whi
to study theoretically the experiments performed on dou
quantum-well structures made of semiconducting materia1
In particular, when the density of electrons in the layers
low, the exchange and correlation effects give rise to a h
of interesting many-body effects that are probed in exp
ments with and without external magnetic field.2
Advances in the past decade in growth and manufactu
techniques in semiconductor structures allowed for c
trolled experiments on these systems by changing the e
tronic density and layer separation. Our motivation for t
present work comes from several recent experiments3–6 on
double quantum-well structures in which dynamical corre
tion effects are thought to play an important role. In t
Raman scattering experiments,3–5 the dispersion and damp
ing of the plasmon modes are directly observed. The C
lomb drag measurements6 assess the contribution of pla
mons indirectly through the temperature dependence
interlayer resistivity. In the analysis of these experimen
results, it is stated that the dynamic correlation effects m
be invoked to explain the observed discrepancies betw
the existing theories. Our calculations should be useful a
attempt to understand the dynamic correlation effects
particularly the damping properties of the plasmon mode
these systems.
The long-range Coulomb interaction is responsible
many of the interesting effects, such as the magnetic
crystalline ordering in single-layer electron systems. In
double-layer system, the enhanced correlation effects a
with the additional degree of freedom~i.e., the interlayer
distance! should give rise to an even richer phase diagra7
The random-phase approximation~RPA! ~Ref. 8! has been
very successful in explaining such one-electron propertie
the self-energy and quasiparticle lifetime and to a cert




























cally acceptable pair-correlation function and correlation
ergy. The exchange and correlation effects not accounted
within the RPA are improved in the self-consistent-field a
proach of Singwi, Tosi, Land, and Sjo¨lander9 ~STLS!. There
have been many works utilizing the STLS method to stu
the correlation effects in double-layer electron-electron10–13
and electron-hole systems.14 Correlation effects in coupled
electron and hole layers were also considered by the m
sophisticated hypernetted-chain scheme.15
The dynamical correlation effects usually embodied in
frequency dependence of the local-field factor have b
considered in a number of works using a variety of metho
Devreese, Brosens, and Lemmens,16 Awa, Yasuhara, and
Asahi,17 and Singwi and co-workers18 have studied the dy-
namic properties of an electron gas using the diagramm
perturbation theory. In a series of papers, Green
collaborators19 have studied the electron-gas problem with
a conserving approximation. Takayanagi and Lipparin20
have solved Dyson’s equation in the particle-hole channe
determine the effective interaction between electrons,
they have calculated the dynamic dielectric function. Naka
and Ichimaru21 used the Green’s-function formalism and d
namical version of the convolution approximation to calc
late various ground-state properties. A different approach
calculate the dynamic local-field factor was put forward
Hasegawa and Shimuzu,22 which replaces the original STLS
scheme by a quantum-mechanical framework involv
Wigner distribution functions~to be referred to as qSTLS!.
Holas and Rahman,23 Schweng and Bo¨hm,24 Moudgil et
al.,25 and Bulutay and Tanatar26 have employed the qSTLS
formalism to study various aspects of dynamical correlatio
in homogeneous electron liquids. In the qSTLS scheme,
dynamics of the Pauli correlation hole makes the local-fi
corrections frequency-dependent, and the Coulomb corr
tion hole is not included. The overall picture that emerg
from these applications is that the qSTLS scheme not o
modifies such dynamic quantities as the plasmon disper
and the dynamic structure factor, but the static correlat





















































B. TANATAR AND B. DAVOUDI PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 165328susceptibility are also affected by the dynamic correlatio
As the experimental efforts have been advancing in rec
years, the prospects of detecting the many-body effects
being able to distinguish between different theories appea
be possible.
In this work, we extend the formalism of the dynam
STLS approach to double-layer systems and provide num
cal calculations for the dynamic local-field corrections. O
aim is to first show the feasibility of such calculations a
then make some detailed comparisons with other theore
works that consider only the static correlations. As the
namical effects have been becoming noticeable in recent
periments and several theoretical considerations,27,28 our
study of the frequency dependence of the local-field fac
should be useful in understanding various related phen
ena.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the n
section, we first outline the model of a double-layer electr
gas system and introduce the formalism of the qSTLS
proach. In Sec. III, we present and discuss our results for
static and dynamical properties of a double-layer elect
system. We conclude in Sec. IV with a brief summary a
outlook to future work.
II. THEORY
We consider two parallel layers of two-dimensional~2D!
electron gas interacting via the long-range Coulomb pot
tial, in the presence of a rigid positive background for cha
neutrality. Neglecting the finite widths of quantum wells, t
contribution of the higher subbands, and tunneling effe
between the layers, the Coulomb interactions~in Fourier
space! between electrons within the same layer and betw




2qd, respectively, whered is the inter-
layer distance ande0 is the background dielectric constan
We neglect disorder effects since the experimental syst
are typically very clean~i.e., of high mobility!. We further
assume that the density of electrons on both of the laye
the same, in which case the system is characterized by
dimensionless density parameterr s51/ApnaB* , where aB*
5\2e0 /e
2m* is the effective Bohr radius defined in terms
the dielectric constante0 and electron effective massm* . In
the numerical calculations below, we shall specialize to
GaAs systems for which experiments are performed.
The static STLS approximation improves upon the R
by considering the local depletion of the electron dens
around any given particle. The short-range correlation effe
neglected by the RPA are described by static local-field f
tors Gi j (q), which follow from the assumption that the two
particle distribution function may be decoupled as a prod
of two one-particle distribution functions multiplied by th
pair-correlation function. In the qSTLS scheme, a simi
idea is used, except that classical distribution functions
replaced by Wigner functions. The equations of motion
the Wigner distribution functions in a double-layer syste
coupled with the linear-response theory, yield in the qST




































x i j ~q,v!
5




where i , j 51,2 are the layer indices,h i , j5(21)
d i , j , and






In the above expressions,x0(q,v) is free-electron respons
function andG11(q,v) andG12(q,v) are the intralayer and
interlayer dynamic local-field factors, respectively. The re





















where sgn(x)5x/uxu, u(x) is the unit step function, and
n65@6v/(kFq)2q/(2kF)#.
The decoupling scheme in qSTLS theory leads to the











@Si j ~ uq2ku!2d i , j #exp„2~k2q!zi j …,
~4!
where Si j (q) are the partial static structure factor
x0(q,u,v) is the inhomogeneous free-electron respon
function,29 andzi j 5(12d i , j )d. The real and imaginary part

































































DYNAMIC CORRELATIONS IN DOUBLE-LAYER . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 165328where m65@6v/(kFq)2u/(2qkF)# and u5q•k. Finally,
the static structure factors are related to response funct
via the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
Si j ~q!52
1
npE dvx i j9 ~q,v!, ~6!
which completes the set of self-consistent equations@i.e.,
Eqs. ~1!, ~4!, and ~6!# to be solved iteratively to obtain th
ground-state properties.
The above Eqs.~1!, ~4!, and ~6! along with Eqs.~3! and
~5! can be solved self-consistently to obtain the dynam
local-field factors and static structure factors. With the
functions at our disposal, we obtain other physical quanti
such as the intralayer and interlayer pair-correlation fu
tions, collective excitation energies, and their damping. T
pair-correlation functions are related to static structure f
tors via the Fourier transform
gi j ~r !511nE d2q
~2p!2
@Si j ~q!2d i , j #exp~ iq•r !, ~7!
and the plasmon dispersion relations and their damping
be obtained by solving the equationD(q,v)50. In the ac-
tual computations, we have used functions evaluated on
imaginary frequency axis@i.e., x0(q,iv) andG(q,iv)#, fol-
lowed by analytic continuationiv→v1 ih, to find the
physical quantities. This procedure facilitates the numer
work involved because all the functions involved in this ca
are real and their dependence onv is very smooth. Finally,
we mention that the static STLS equations may be recove
by expanding the Fermi distribution functionsf (k6\q8/2)
appearing in the inhomogeneous response func
x0(q,q8;v) in Taylor series and then taking the limit\
→0. The RPA results are obtained, say, in the dynamic s
ceptibility expressions by settingGi j (q,v)50.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the numerical result of o
calculations for the static and dynamical properties o
double-layer electron system, which have been obtaine
the qSTLS approximation. We assume that the electron d
sity is the same for both layers and we display results
various densities~expressed in terms of the dimensionle
parameterr s) and layer separations. For the most part,
shall compare our results with those from the static ST
calculations to make a ready assessment of the effect
dynamic correlations. We use material parameters appro
ate for GaAs structures where the dielectric constant ise0
'12.9 and the electron effective mass ism* 50.07m.
A. Correlation functions
We first display in Fig. 1~a! the intralayer and interlaye
static structure factorsSi j (q) for r s54 and for d5200 Å.
The existence of a peak aroundq53.5kF for S11(q) in the
qSTLS approximation shows that the correlation effects
better accounted for in this approach compared to the s

























intralayer and interlayer static structure factorsSi j (q) for r s
55, at different layer separationsd5200 Å andd5400 Å.
We observe that, as the distance between the layers is
creased, the interlayer structure factorS12(q) tends to dimin-
ish and the intralayer structure factorS11(q) approaches tha
of a single-layer system, as expected. Also shown in
same figure is the result of a single-layer structure fac
calculated within the quantum Monte Carlo~QMC!
simulation.30 It is clear from Fig. 1~b! that there is good
agreement between the qSTLS and the QMC results at
density, which lends credence to the scheme incorpora
dynamic correlation effects. We also observe that the he
of the peak inS11(q) becomes slightly larger as the distan
between the layers increases. QMC simulations for dou
layer electron systems were also performed,31 but we are not
able to make a direct comparison since the static struc
factors were not reported. It is interesting to note that o
FIG. 1. ~a! The intralayer and interlayer static structure facto
S11(q) ~upper curves! and S12(q) ~lower curves! for r s54 andd
5200 Å. The solid, dashed, and dash-dotted lines correspond to
results of the qSTLS, the STLS, and the RPA approximations,
spectively.~b! S11(q) andS12(q) at r s55 in the qSTLS for differ-


































B. TANATAR AND B. DAVOUDI PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 165328T50 calculations show thatS11(q50)5S12(q50)50,
which has been obtained in many other works on doub
layer systems. The first part of the equality basically follo
from the perfect screening sum rule. The limiting forms a
further corroborated by the RPA results, which should
valid in the long-wavelength limit. In the case of classic
systems, because of the relationSi j (q);x i j (q), where
x i j (q) is the static susceptibility, one typically findsS11(q
50)5S12(q50)Þ0.
The Fourier transform of the static structure factorsSi j (q)
yields the partial pair-correlation functionsgi j (r ). The re-
sults for intralayer and interlayer pair-correlation functio
are depicted in Fig. 2 fors55 at layer separation distance
d5200, 400, and 800 Å. We note that the interlayer pa
correlation function is affected by the changes in the la
separation more dramatically than the intralayer pa
correlation function. Asg12(0) decreases with increasingd,
a peak structure develops aroundr'2kF
21 . There is also a
slight peak ing11(r ), which tends to increase with increasin
d. These results are in qualitative agreement with the pr
ous calculations involving static local-field factors.14
Our self-consistent calculations yield the static struct
factors and local-field factors simultaneously for a giv
density and layer separation. Our calculations are done
the imaginary frequency axis for computational convenien
The dependence of the local-field factors on real frequen
is of major interest. To investigate the behavior of the loc
field factors for real frequencies, we first define the followi
integral:









FIG. 2. The intralayer~lower curves! and interlayer~upper















so thatGi j (q,v)5c i j (q,v)/x0(q,v). In the calculation of
Gi j (q,v), we use the final converged static structure fact
in Eq. ~6!. In Fig. 3~a!, we show the real and imaginary par
of the intralayerG11(q,v) as a function ofv for two values
of the wave vector. Both the real and imaginary parts exh
oscillatory behavior, the details of which depend onq, as in
the previous calculations.23–26 At large values of v,
G11(q,v) tends to a constant. The imaginary part
G11(q,v) vanishes atv50 as required by general causali
relations. The frequency dependence of the interlayer lo
field factorG12(q,v) is shown in Fig. 3~b!. The qualitative
features ofG12(q,v) are similar to that ofG11(q,v). The
magnitude ofG12(q,v) is about an order of magnitud
smaller than that of its intralayer counterpart. This sugge
that in most practical applications the frequency depende
of the interlayer local-field factors may be neglected and
static local-field factor may account for the interlayer cor
lation effects. However, in applications such as the Coulo
drag effect in which integrals over the wave vector and f
quency are performed, their cumulative effect may be imp
FIG. 3. The frequency dependence of the~a! intralayer and~b!



















DYNAMIC CORRELATIONS IN DOUBLE-LAYER . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 165328tant. As we shall discuss later, the imaginary parts
Gi j (q,v) play an important role in the damping properties
plasmons. We mention in passing that once the
frequency-dependent local-field factors are obtained, one
construct the effective interactions Vi j
eff5Vi j (q)@1
2Gi j (q,v)# to study various phenomena such as Coulom
interaction-induced superconductivity.32
The zero and large frequency limits of the local-field fa
tor are of interest, because most mean-field theories
frequency-independent, staticG(q). In Fig. 4~a!, we display
the zero-frequency sector of the self-consistently calcula
intralayer local-field factorG11(q,0) as a function ofq, for
several densities.G11(q,0) exhibits features not encountere
in theories yielding a staticG(q). First, there is a sharp poin
of inflection at 2kF , and there is a maximum aroundq
'3kF that exceeds unity at larger s . The behavior of the
interlayer local-field factor at zero frequencyG12(q,0) is
shown in Fig. 4~b!. There appear to be two dips atkF and
3kF in the overall shape ofG12(q,0), and a peak developin
aroundq'4kF at larger s .
FIG. 4. The zero-frequency limit of the~a! intralayer and~b!
interlayer dynamic local-field factorsG11(q,0) andG12(q,0) at d








It can be shown that for fixedq and largev, the local-
field factors behave as limv→`Gi j (q,v)5G1 j (q)
1O(1/v2), whereGi j (q) are the static local-field factors o
the STLS approximation. Their explicit forms are give
by10–12
Gi j ~q!52E d2k~2p! q•kqk @Si j ~ uq2ku!2d i , j #
3exp„2kF~k2q!zi j …. ~9!
We observe in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! that the high-frequency
limits Gi j (q,`) approximate the static local-field factor
Gi j (q) better thanGi j (q,0). Particularly for smallq ~i.e., q
&kF), Gi j (q,`) andGi j (q) are very similar. At larger wave
vectors, and with increasingr s , however, Gi j (q,`) and
Gi j (q) show notable differences, which we can attribute
the O(1/v2) corrections, which are reflected in the differe
FIG. 5. The large frequency limit of the~a! intralayer and~b!
interlayer dynamic local-field factorsG11(q,`) and G12(q,`) at
d5200 Å and variousr s values. Also shown for comparison are th














































B. TANATAR AND B. DAVOUDI PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 165328static structure factors entering Eq.~9!. We observe that
largeq limits of Gi j (q,`) are consistently lower than thos
of Gi j (q).
To see the effects of various local-field factors on t
physical quantities, we calculate the static density-den
response functions for the double-layer system. Defining
in-phase and out-of-phase static response functions
x6(q)5x11(q)6x12(q), we show in Fig. 6~a!, x2(q) at
r s52 andd5200 Å. As can be seen, the use of the ze
frequencyG(q,0) and large-frequencyG(q,`) limits of the
dynamic local-field factors and the static local-field fac
G(q) affect the static susceptibility considerably. These d
ferences will bring quantitative changes to the critical para
eters of the instability discussed by Liuet al.3 Strictly speak-
ing, the zero-frequency limitGi j (q,0) should be used in the
static susceptibility calculations. In Fig. 6~b!, we show
x2(q) calculated usingGi j (q,0) at different densities for a
layer separation ofd5400 Å. As r s increases, the shape o
Gi j (q,0) shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! becomes more influ-
ential, and we observe that the peak position ofx2(q) shifts
FIG. 6. ~a! The out-of-phase static susceptibilityx2(q) ~in units
of m/kF) at r s52 andd5200 Å using various local-field factors
~b! x2(q) ~in units of m/kF) at d5200 Å for different densities,







towardsq'3kF . The peak value ofx2(q), after an initial
decrease, starts to increase. This is similar to the cha
density-wave instability developing at low density studied
Neilsonet al.12 The perfect screening sum rule applied to
double-layer system states thatx11(q)52x12(q) as q→0.
Using the definitions ofx6(q) and the smallq behavior of
x i j (q), we find thatx2(q→0)50 andx1(q) approaches a
constant. Our results forx2(q) in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b! and
x1(q) ~not shown! verify this expected behavior.
B. Plasmon dispersion and damping
The collective modes of double-layer electron syste
were first treated within the RPA.33 The charge-density fluc
tuations in the two layers that are in phase and out of ph
are termed optical and acoustic plasmons, respectively







wherekTF52/aB* is the Thomas-Fermi wave vector andvF is
the Fermi velocity. The higher-energy mode with;Aq be-
havior is called the optical plasmon, whereas the low
energy mode with;q behavior is called the acoustic pla
mon. Within the RPA, the plasmon modes are undam
when they are outside the particle-hole excitation region.
note that the underlying collective modes in the RPA a
STLS approximation have been criticized within the quasi
calized charge approximation scheme,34 which predicts a gap
in the out-of-phase mode instead of a linear~ coustic! dis-
persion. However, such a gap forms at a much larger va
of r s , perhaps close to the crystallization density. Such
discrepancy between the qSTLS and the quasilocali
charge approximation may be due to the role played by
third-moment sum rule, which we discuss below. On t
other hand, it has been argued by Ortner35 that in this ap-
proach the neglect of damping processes overestimates
role of correlations and the correct account of damping
stores the situation to yield an acoustic plasmon mode w
out a gap. In view of the contradicting nature of the vario
predictions, it would be interesting to further study the c
lective modes in double-layer systems experimentally, es
cially in the q→0 limit.
We show the optical and the acoustic plasmon dispers
within the qSTLS approximation forr s54 and several layer
separation distances in Fig. 7~a!. The density dependence o
the plasmon modes is illustrated in Fig. 7~b!. For a fixed
density, the optical and acoustic plasmons are pushed a
with decreasing layer separation. The acoustic plasmons
ter the single-particle excitation region at a smaller wa
vector. At even smaller layer separations, the acoustic p
mons cease to exist as well-defined excitations and lie
tirely within the single-particle excitation region. Much o
these results are qualitatively similar to those found in






















DYNAMIC CORRELATIONS IN DOUBLE-LAYER . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 165328difference is that plasmon dispersions within the qST
typically lie between the RPA and static STLS results. Su
a behavior was also encountered in single-layer25 and 1D
electron systems.26 For a given layer density, there is a crit
cal layer spacing below which the acoustic plasmon lies
tirely within the single-particle excitation region.33 In the
present context, this critical spacing is approximately giv
by dc5 limq→0G118 2G128 , where the local-field factors ar
the large frequency limitsGi j (q,`) and the primes denot
differentiation with respect toq. We note that becaus
Gi j (q,`) lies below the staticGi j (q), the value ofdc will in
general be lowered in the qSTLS approximation.
FIG. 7. ~a! The dispersion of optical and acoustic plasmons
r s54 andd5200 Å, 400 Å , and 800 Å .~b! The density depen-
dence of plasmon modes atd5800 Å andr s51, 2, and 4.16532h
-
n
The dispersion relation and the damping for plasm
modes in the present scheme are obtained from the zero
the dielectric functionD(q,vq2 igq)50, wheregq repre-





wheref i j are given by
f i j ~q,v!5Vi j ~q!@x0~q,v!2c i j ~q,v!#. ~12!







D952@~12f118 !f119 2f128 f129 #. ~13!
To find the solution of theD(q,vq2 igq)50, we must find
vq andgq in a way that both the real and imaginary parts
the above equation are equal to zero. In the STLS and R
approximations,c950 for all values ofv and q, and the
x09(q,v)50 in the region,v.q
212q. This means that the
f950 or D950 in the above region leading to undamp
plasmon excitations. Within these approximations, we j




5@~12f118 !2f128 #@~12f118 !1f128 #50. ~14!
In the qSTLS approximation, the frequency depende
of the local-field factors changes the situation, sincef i j9 Þ0
in any region. However,c i j9 are typically small, hence the
damping is not very large. For small damping, which
equivalent to smallc i j9 , we can expand the dielectric func
tion in terms ofgq and retain the most important terms. Th
means that we can neglect terms likegqc9,c9
2 and higher-
order terms. Our analysis forvq andgq is now based on the







and more explicitly for the damping of the plasmon mode
t
gq







































































B. TANATAR AND B. DAVOUDI PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 165328We depict in Fig. 8~a! the damping in the optical~lower
curves! and acoustic~upper curves! plasmon dispersions a
r s52 and varying layer-separation distances. We obse
that the peak values of acoustic plasmon damping is la
than that of the optical plasmon, the modes are damped
side the single-particle excitation region, and as the la
separation increases, thegq for both of the modes approac
each other. All of these features are in qualitative agreem
with the experimental findings. In Fig. 8~b!, we explore the
dependence ofgq for optical and acoustic plasmons at d
ferent densities. At fixed layer separation (d5200 Å), as we
decrease the density of electrons in each layer, the dam
of the modes increases in magnitude and in the rangeq
values. The recent experiments of Bhattie al.4 and Kainthet
al.5 on double quantum-well systems were performed at
nite temperature and a systematic study of the dampin
acoustic plasmon was presented. We cannot confront the
periments since our calculations were carried out atT50.
The temperature dependence of the dynamic local-field
FIG. 8. ~a! The damping of the optical and acoustic plasmons
r s52 and layer separationsd5200 Å, 400 Å , and 800 Å .~b! The
density dependence of the plasmon damping atd5200 Å andr s










tors is largely unexplored in the literature. However, if w
assume thatGi j (q,v) depend weakly onT, our results of
Figs. 8~a! and 8~b! will be qualitatively broadened by the
temperature effects coming from theT dependence of
x0(q,v). Although further detailed work needs to be done
this direction, it is clear that an approach taking the dynam
correlations into account might be useful in understand
the experimental results. We also note that damping of
plasmon modes may also arise from coupling to multiparti
excitations, which are not considered in the present fram
work. The calculated values ofgq /vq for a single-layer elec-
tron system36 are smaller than 0.5%, which suggests th
they are not as important as the damping brought abou
the dynamical correlations.
A major shortcoming shared by the static STLS and
dynamic qSTLS approaches is that the third-frequency m
ment sum rule is not exactly satisfied. The reason for thi
that the exact kinetic energy and the Pathak-Vashishta37 form
of the local-field factor are replaced by the free-particle
netic energy andGSTLS, respectively, in the present approx
mation. More precisely, in the third-frequency sum rule, t
high-frequency local-field factorsGi j (q,`) enter the expres-
sion. As the intermediate and largeq behavior of the plas-
mon dispersions is affected by the sum-rule requireme
our results are expected to change quantitatively but
qualitatively. It might be possible to construct a dynamic
theory for the local-field factors along the lines discussed
Greenet al.19 or Mukhopadhyay.38 The schemes introduce
in these works, however, are more lengthy and require se
rate study.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work, we have employed the self-consiste
qSTLS scheme to calculate the dynamical intralayer and
terlayer local-field factors describing the short-range corre
tion effects in a double-layer electron system. In the qST
theory, the dynamics of the Pauli correlation hole renders
local-field factors frequency-dependent. The dynamics of
Coulomb correlation hole is not included, but it is expect
to be important at low electron densities. We have found t
both theG11(q,v) andG12(q,v) exhibit oscillatory behav-
ior as a function of frequency, and the magnitude of t
interlayer local-field factor is typically an order of magnitud
smaller than that of the intralayer counterpart. The dynam
local-field factors modify the plasmon dispersions such t
both the optical and acoustic plasmons lie between the R
and static STLS curves. Furthermore, the plasmon mo
acquire damping in the present theory even outside
particle-hole excitation region where the mean-field theor
with static local-field factors predict zero damping.
Our calculations can be improved upon and extended
several directions. As the qSTLS shares with STLS and R
the same drawback of not fulfilling the compressibility su
rule, it may be possible to use the Vashishta-Singwi39 ap-
proach~rather its qSTLS version23! to obtain better agree
ment. Similarly, the third-frequency sum rule may be im
posed by considering the quantum version of t























DYNAMIC CORRELATIONS IN DOUBLE-LAYER . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 165328obtained in this work, one can calculate the ground-state
ergy and other thermodynamic functions such as the pres
and compressibility. The results for these quantities are
pected to be in good agreement with other calculations in
ranger s&5. Experimentally, it is difficult to have matche
densities in the double-layer system, and also having une
densities gives rise to two particle-hole continua that wo
affect the collective mode structure.40 The formalism set out
here can easily be extended to study this more involved c
A further direction to pursue would be to include the finit
temperature effects within the dynamical qSTLS scheme
has been done for a 3D system.24 This would make the com
parison with experiments measuring the temperature de





















over, to make better contact with the experimental samp
the finite width of the electron layers may have to be inc
porated in the calculations.
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